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Although Spanish ethnology has a long tradition, associated with the ethnograph
ic reports prepared by Catholic missionaries converting American Indians, tod ay
this tradition is based largely on the university and museums. Parallel to the
evolution in ethnology, folklore, the study of rural cultural tradition, has followed
its own historical development, though while it has attracted a wide audience, it
has remained at the margins of the university.
Ethnology retained a place in university studies up to 1968 when it entered a
period of transition in which it was incorporated within cultural anthropology
( 1971). Cultural anthropology subsequently became associated with social anthro
pology leaving ethnology as a variety of comparative ethnography. Today, cultural
anthropology retains more elements of ethnology, while social anthropology
retains more elements of folklore. However, there is a degree of interdisciplinary
influence through ethnographically oriented fieldwork and the presence of re
searchers who adopt simply the name of anthropologists. There are more anthro
pologists working in academic institutions than physical anthropologists, the
latter having become increasingly associated with the study of biology and
genetics, than with culture, concerned more with laboratory studies than field
work.
European ethnology is facing a number of problems. One of them is the methods
needed for an integrated study of ethnographic globalities and local ethnogra
phies, while another is the analysis of cultural change and the consequences of
modern technologies applied to the rapid transformation of culture in Europe. In
addition, there are the problems we face in analysing ethnicity, nationalism,
identity, migration, integration, mobility and social disorganization.
Professor, Dr Claudio Esteva-Fabregat, Apartado de Correos 23. 325, ES-08080
Barcelona.

This paper presents a historical review of eth

emphasize both the historical and contempo

nological studies in Spain. By providing a con

rary forms of the Spanish cultural past - the

text in which we might view the academic

former in terms of time and the second in terms

evolution of Spanish ethnology, through its

of archaisms present today. Ethnology, defined

modern and contemporary history, we are able

as the study of primitive cultures or tribal

to identify its origins and describe the influenc

identities considered as non-civilized peoples,

es from the rest of Europe. These may be iden

and folklore, the first modern variety of rural

tified as having been the trends of diffusionism,

ethnography in Spain, came to be considered as

historicism, evolutionism, pre-Roman tribal

interchangeable. However, the two could be

ism, exotic primitivism and ethnographism.

distinguished by the division of tasks; so while

Ethnology in Spain, however, rapidly came to

the folklorists were dedicated to the study of

define itself as folk ethnography, as it was felt

Spanish folk culture, ethnologists, together with

that the study of the archaic rural culture was

prehistorians and classical Mediterranean his

most pertinent to the specific situation of Span

tory scholars, centered their study on exotic

ish culture.

primitive heathens and pre-Roman Spanish

These shifts between ethnology and folklore

culture. Folklore and ethnology were joined by
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the R u bs c q u cnt development of cultural an

mcntary discipline of prehistory and anci ent

th ropology u n d Iuter, by sociul u nth ro p o l ogy

histo ry. A�; a consequence, th e thcorcticul ap

The timr disc i plines today do not exclude each

proaches of ethnology have been borrowed from

other, though cultural anthropology and social

primitive anthropology.

,

.

anthropology arc p re d o m i n ant in both the aca
demic and professional worlds .

Ethnological and folklore studies of S p a n ish
culture coincide in their topics and themes of

I n this history th e re spe c ti v e roles o f the

interest. This historical development is ex

un i versi ty and the m useums have been instru

plained in greater detail below. The disci plines

mental in the development of both folklore and

are then examined individually to examine the

ethnology. Ethnologists have been active in

prevailing academic position.

both institutions, while folklorists have worked
mainly in Museums. Cultural and social an
thropologists work mostly at the universities

Folklore

and institutions devoted to field research. From

In Spain the folklorists have been somewhat

the beginning folklore has l;>een studied outside

more prolific than ethnologists, generating more

the university, since its main activities have

studies of Spanish folk culture than ethnolo

been developed in folk museums founded on

gists . Popular folk expressionism, centered on

Spanish rural culture. In contrast, the academ

traditionalism, has been the specific contribu

ic system has provided the institutions in which

tion offolklore. Indeed, initially, the fortunes of

ethnologists have worked on a professional ba

folklore in Spain were determined by the urban

sis, while folklorists have remained at the fring

interest in understanding the meaning oftheir

es of University departments. Consequently,

own traditions, whereby the latter are seen as

folklore has been relegated to a secondary posi

a form of ethnic confirmation. In Spain folk

tion in the academic system.

studies have been conducted through the use of

Museums of folklore and ethnology house

questionnaires sent to local informants . The

material culture and have been responsible for

main concern has been placed on ethnographic
classification while folklorists in Spain have

most of the classification, restoration, study
and exhibition of ethnographic material illus

stressed the regional differences underlying

trative of ethnic traits. Members of these insti

ethnic identities via traditional cultures. Every

tutions have at times undertaken field work to

region, every "inner nation", seeks ethnic iden

obtain more ethnographic material, but in gen

tity through their folk culture.

eral terms museums have been mostly interest

Thus, the image of the folk culture defines

ed in contemporary primitive and exotic people,

ones ethnic or national personality. In Spain

plus Spanish rural archaic culture. Archaeolog

folklorists have emphasized those aspects of

ical remains have been housed in museums of

behaviour which are linked with the life cycle

archaeology, while early human remains are

and linguistic differences . Festive traditions,

displayed at museums of natural science.

oral literature, children's games, folk medicine,

Historically speaking, ethnology has held

wedding dress, marriage and family life are all

only a minor status in university studies and in

items of concern to the folklorist. Additionally,

the filling of academic posts when compared

several prestigious folklorists have conducted a

with prehistory, archaeology and ancient histo

study of the internal logos lying in the depths of

ry. This situation has arisen from its academic

folk behaviour.

subordination to prehistory so that ethnology

The questionnaire technique represents an

has been seen as a subsidiary discipline of

indirect form of knowledge . The historical sub

prehistory. As a consequence, cultural primitiv

stitution of folklore by social anthropology has

ism has come to constitute the main concern of

meant more field work and a more precise

ethnology in Spain. Furthermore, as a result of

analytic approach to ethnographic materials.

this dependence on prehistory, Spanish ethnol

In fact, this professional and academic substi

ogists have focused their attention on primitive

tution offolklorists needs to be seen in terms of

culture so that ethnology has become a comple-

a need for greater insight on the same themes.
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Methods of fie l d work and a n a lysis, academic

employed full time. Consequently, ethnol ogy

institutional i :w tion a n d i n te l l ectual prestige

began to show a greater empirical conce rn ,

are the main features which distinguish social

while folklore favoured a more interpretative

anthropology from folklore.
In 1 90 1 the "Secci6n de Ciencias Politicas y

approach. Much of the social importance of
folklore can be ascribed to its growing popu l a r

Morales" of the "Ateneo de Madrid" undertook

concern and to politicians using folk heritage i n

an extensive study of Spanish folk culture in

the definition o f ethnic o r national identity.

rural Spai n . What distinguished their work

In Spain regional and national moveme n ts ,

from ethnology was the approach rather than
the subjects studied. Folklore relied on ques

especially among intellectuals, have made great
er use offolklore than ethnology due to a great

tionnaires sent by mail to hundreds of inform

er familiarity with folk culture than with exoti c

ants, w h i l e ethnology re lied on personal obser

primitive or prehistoric cultures. General ly

vation through field work and ethnographic

speaking, the impoverished intellectual stand

taxonomies and cultural reconstruction by his

ing of folklorists in Spain has meant the relin 

torical methods. Thus at the turn ofthe century

quishing of the scientific ground to ethnology.

there was little to distinguish between ethnol

Notwithstanding, in this history ethnology has

ogy and folklore in terms of information and

established only a weak foothold in the univer

contents collected. For example, in Catalonia

sity. Folklorism has demonstrated that modern

folklorists of repute, such as V. Serra i Boldu,

culture is too marginal to this kind of study. The

Joan Amades, and Aureli Capmany were also

fact that folklorists do not study folk culture

considered ethnologists and similarly Tomas

within the wider global culture would seem to

Carreras-Artau, a philosopher, was conducting

ignore the main trends ofmodern culture: diffu

studies in folklore, using the sample and ques

sion and permanent acculturation, international

tionnaire techniques, though thematically he is

interchange leading to cultural synthesis dif�

often mistaken for an ethnologist. Luis de Hoy

ferentiated at the regional scale.

os Sainz, from Madrid, is another case in point

Critics claim that folklorism ignores the dy

though perhaps more of an ethnologist than a

namics of culture if we consider the permanent

folklorist. Notwithstanding, folklore followed a

addition and selective adaptations of human

phenomenological approach while ethnology

beings in societies. This is particularly signifi

was more holistic in its method .

cant if these are seen as open and scientific

Folklorists formed associations a t a regional

areas of social intercourse. In Spain, the stand

and state level, which in some cases also incor

ing of folklore is now weak and lacks the intel

porated ethnologists, e.gthe "Arxiu d'Etnografia

lectual authority which might bestow on it a

i Folklore de Catalunya" (Archive ofEthnogra

certain professional prestige.

phy and Folklore of Catalonia). This Catalan
association provided a professional forum for
scientific debate. Yet, the academic standing of
ethnologists placed them in positions of superi

Ethnology
The demise offolklore as an academic activity in

ority, ratifying the different status given to

Spain began with the institutionalization of

ethnology. The result was that folklorists be

ethnology. Posts for ethnologists in the univer

came self-trained in methods, techniques and

sity have been scarce, but compared with folk

intellectual orientation, while ethnologists were

lorists they have found a space in the university.

educated in academic and university institu
tions.

We can trace the growth in academic pres
tige of ethnology in Spain to certain historical

As a consequence, the academic influence

events, mainly the ethnographic contents of

from folklore was greatly limited and it came to

reports or "Relaciones" written by Spanish mis

be considered an amateur or part-time activity.

sionaries from the end of the 1 5th century to the

In contrast the institutionalisation of ethnolo

present day, but in particular those written on

gy conferred on it a certain academic respecta

the occasion of Columbus' discovery of the An

bility and opportunities for professionals to be

tilles. One of these missionaries, the Catalan
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Fr. Ra mon Pane, i n 1 4 98 w rote a Rela.ci6n sobre
An tig ii.eda.des de los T nd ios ( Report on T nd i a n

Antiquities), t h e fi r::;t E u ropean e t h n o gr ap hic
report on the An l Cri can I nd i a n cu::;tum::; o f La
E s pa n ol a .
These " Re l acion es" were quickl y estab l i shed
as a means of i n f()r m i n g the Sp a n i s h authori
ties abou t the social habits of the I n d i ans. They
were based on fie l d observation and social in
tercourse with the Indian people, using inter

cess to Clldices or n ati v e stories w ri tten i n the
for m of picto g r a ph s givin g in fo rm a t i o n on the
origi n s and history of the Indians of central
M e xi c o , plu s their relations w i th other Indian
peoples ofMesoamerica. Sahagun's eth n oh i s to
ry was an original ethnographic treatment of
historical materials, written both by Indians
and Spaniards, and also transmitted by I ndian
scholars converted into informants of native
cultural traditions . Although not as rich in

personal commu nication in Indian languages

terms of native writing, the Spanish approach

previou sly l ea r n t

to ethnohistory was similar in the rest of Meso

by a rel atively l ung contact

with natives. Indeed, ::; ince the missionaries

america and the Central Andes, particularly

learnt the Indian lan guage s, the reports pro

with regards to Mayan and Inca historical and

vi de u s with descriptions whose contents are

contemporary culture.

bas ically of an e thn o g r a phi c character. These

Other missionaries wrote ethnographic stud

"Relaciones" were complemented by "Visitas"

ies of peoples from cultures at different stages

made by official members ofthe Spanish Crown

of development. I refer to hunter- gatherer

which also pro d uc ed i n formation on Indian peo

subsistence and nomadic or semi-nomadic peo

ple. These included descriptions of the geo

ples. Here the observation was distinct as these

graphical, political, economic, religious and so

people lacked any kind of written history. In

cial organization oflndians under Spanish rule.

fact, their ethnographic reports were based on

These "Visitas" were conducted using ques
tionnaires, a method qui te distinct to that used

was imitated by other Spanish missionaries

in the "Relaciones", especially if we consider

throughout Africa, Asia and Oceania during the

that the latter used more personal methods and

Spanish colonial period .

field work and long residences. This approach

involved a more qualitative approach. Howev

Given its historical antecedents, contempo

er, their contents constituted ethnographic

rary Spanish ethnology is not unaccustomed to

material and represent the modern Spanish

naturalistic approaches to the study of culture.

antecedents of ethnology.
Perhaps the most important ethnographic

Indeed there is a tradition for the study of
primitive peoples through observation and the

studies were written ca. 1560 by the Spanish

learning of their languages, the obtaining of

Franciscan Fr. Bernardino de Sahagun. The

information about a culture in an oral form,

title given by Sahagun to his work was, Historia
de las Casas de la Nueva Espana (History ofthe

and in the combination of historical and con

things of the New Spain). His exhaustive study

temporary cultures .

employing naturalistic and personal techniques,

describes Prehispanic Central Mexican culture.

The main difference with the rest ofWestern

As Sahagun knew the Nahuatl language and

European ethnologists has been in terms of

spent 60 years in Mexico, his knowledge of the

economic resources available for field work,

Mexican way of life was unrivalled. Sahagun

since the political decline of Spain interrupted

can be considered as the main Spanish ethnog

the empirical and theoretical contribution of

rapher of his time, and perhaps even to the end
of the 19th century when contemporary Euro

Spaniards to ethnology. This interruption coin

pean ethnology was introduced.
Sahagun worked with native informants,

cided with the scientific naturalistic develop
ment of British, German and French ethnolo
gists and more original production from these

and was a close observer of the indigenous way

nations . In fact, the naturalistic approach in

of life. In some aspects, we may consider Sa

European ethnology makes theoretical and

hagun as the first ethnohistorian of Spain. He

empirical sense in approaches to evolutionism,

gathered historical data from the oral stories

diffusionism and historicism. Furthermore, the

told by elderly indigenous people and had ac-

questions raised by these movements coincided
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with the i mperialism and co lonial expansion of

R. Violant-Simorra was the main expone n t o f

Great B ritain, L'' r ance and Germany through

empirical ethnological field work n o t o n l y i n

out Mrica, Asia and Oceania. The ethnographic

Catalonia, but also i n Spain.

reports written by these ethnologists are col

Thus, Spanish ethnology has placed its focus

oured by cultural primitivism, as were the "Re

on ethnoculturalism. Ethnographic field work

laciones" conducted by Spanish missionaries in

and ethnocultural reconstruction through eth

Indoamerica .

nohistory are complementary approaches to

The difference consi sted in the progressive

those ofhistoricism and sociologism, both a l ter

substitution of missionaries by secular mem

nating between cultural primitivism and rural

bers of society, which led to the creation of

folk expressionism.

professional associations which in their turn

Ethnology in the Spanish university hu�

established a degree of critical control over

been poorly represented especially when com

ethnologists . As a consequence, ethnographic

pared with related disciplines and in terms of

description became more precise being gov

the number of academic posts established. For

erned by taxonomic categories and theoretical

a long time, ethnology was merely a comple

concerns which represented the contribution of

ment to prehistory which meant that the topi cs

ethnologists to the explanation of human cul

dealt with in ethnology were characterised by

ture and diverse societies. The discussion and

cultural primitivism. At that time, or before

analysis of cultural meanings , their evolution

1968, ethnologists were required to teach com

and diffusion, and the historical behaviour of

parative regional ethnographies drawing on

peoples are at the root of European ethnology

general anthropology and contemporary forms

from the second half of the 19th century.

of primitive cultures . The concerns and theoret

Spanish ethnology had a poor academic
standing in comparison to that of European

ical problems of prehistorians dominated the
ethnological studies of that time.

ethnology, but was highly receptive to innova

Outside academia, in the museums , ethnol

tions in method and theory. This was no doubt

ogists were principally engaged in the prepara

the result ofits own naturalistic tradition which

tion of ethnographic exhibits, mostly material

meant that it was quick to adopt European

culture, although in some cases they remained

influences. Spanish ethnologists tended towards

interested in rural folk culture. Sometimes,

exotically oriented studies and those of pre

ethnologists and folklorists were doing the same

Roman Hispanic cultures which have influ

type of work distinguished only by the more

enced the study of contemporary Spanish rural

academic approach of the former and the aca

culture. Moreover, Spanish ethnologists have

demic isolation of the latter. Indeed ethnolo

tended to work in the tradition of phenomeno

gists were increasingly able to draw on the

logical folklorists.
It seems evident that contemporary Spanish

multidisciplinary sources available to them in
the universities . Yet, historicism was the most

ethnology shows important elements of both a

important approach to ethnology in the frame

historical and a field work/personal observa

work of Spanish academic discourse.

tion approach. The Catalan, Pere Bosch-Gim

The year of 1968 marked an important turn

pera is representative of a prehistorian carry

ing point in this short history. Ethnology was

ing out pre-Roman ethnology, while Jose Miguel

given a full-time academic post within the Span

de Barandiaran and Julio Caro Baroja applied

ish university with the appointment of C. Este

both approaches, historical and contemporary,

va-Fabregat to the permanent chair of Ethnol

in studying the Basque people. Caro B aroja,

ogy at the University of Barcelona. C. Esteva

moreover, maintained the early Spanish ethno
logical tradition when studying colonial Moroc

Fabregat was also named Director of the "Cen
tro de Etnologia Peninsular", integrated in the

co ( 1955) and the peoples of the Sahara ( 1957)

"Consej o Superior de Investigaciones Cientifi

in studies which adopted the most advanced

cas" (Council of Superior Scientific Research

scientific requirements ofhis ethnological time.

es), also situated in B arcelona. At the same time

Moreover, until his death ( 1956) the Catalan

August Panyella, the Director of the Museum of
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Eth nol ogy i n Ba rce l o n a and pa rt-t i m e p rn feR
sor of eth nol ogy at the C i ty U n i vers i ty, was
app o i n te d secreta ry of th i ::; i n stituti o n . Th u s ,
eth n ol ogy wa::; fimr w l ly esta b l i ::; hed a::i a n i n sti
tutio n al i zed d i sc i p li n e a n d ach i eved academic
au tono m y fro m p reh is to ry.
However as a res u l t o f t h i s h istorical a n d
academic associ ation w ith p reh i s tory, eth nolo
gy ac qu i r e d a certain familiarity with p hysi c a l
anthropology and the natural sciences. In that
sen ::; e , othn ol o�:,ry maintained i t:; rel a ti ons h i p
w i th tho b i o log i cal d i ::; c i p l i n e s . M o reover, as
ethnology is based on an in terd i sc i plinary ap
proach, and as it h a s tended to alternate syn

Eth nol ogy was the cen tral di sc i p l i ne of c ul
tu ra l a n th ropol ogy. I n fa c t , cultural anth ro pol
ogy was considered as being the main approach
to the c u l tu ra l e xp lan ation of human beh av
iour. Thus, culturalism constituted the main
tradition at this time. In the process, cultural
an t h ro p ology was considered by students and
academia as a highly prestigious science i nte
gr ati ng preh i s to ry, archaeology and ling ui s ti cs .

The specific autonomous departmental struc

ture of cultural anthropology permi tte d the
a n a l y s i s of p a s t and present culture in terms of
theoretical generalizations when studying the
anthropology of behaviour.

chronic and diachronic methods , it permitted

The sources or hermeneutic information were

ethn ologists to concentrate on the study of past

region al ethnographies, archaeological descrip

and present societies. Additionally, ethnology

tions and linguistic materials. This kind of

at the university sought to introduce studies in

integration gave rise to a more holistic and less

historical ethnography and rural culture . H o

phenomenological approach. Morphological and

lism and phenomenology were proposed as al

qualitative contents were considered quite dif

ternative methodologies, but in all cases eth

ferently, one historic and the other contempo

nology was placed on a better academic stand

rary in functional observation. The model for

ing than before. Wi th the exception of museums
of arts and popular customs, mainly dedicated

this kind of conceptual integration was provid

to the study of Spanish rural folk culture, in line

ical or Boasian holism which permits the four

with traditional folkloristic, the museums of

branches (ethnology, archaeology, linguistics

ed by the American conception of anthropolog

ethnology, principally those in Barcelona and

and physical/biological anthropology) to be

Madrid, continued to take a primitivist and

brought together in one discipline, as integrat

exotic approach to exhibits of ethnographic cul

ed in the study of human behaviour.

tures . Frequently, both museums were inter

The influence of the Mexican "Escuela Na

ested in presenting rural folk culture together

cional de Antropologia e Historia" (National

with primitive cultures. At the same time, in

School ofAnthropology and History) had a great

the university the structure ofethnological stud

influence in general and particularly on the

ies was widened. Also, it meant more students

author of this paper, who was a student and

and increased requirements for the carrying

professor there between 1947 and 1956. Later

out of research.

he was to become a professor of Ethnology and
Cultural Anthropology in Madrid where in 1965

Cultural antropology
In 197 1 C. Esteva-Fabregat was appointed to

he founded the "Escuela de EstudiosAntropol6g
icos" (School of Anthropological Studies) . C .
Esteva-Fabregat was simultaneously Director

the chair of Cultural Anthropology in the Span

ofthis "Escuela" and of the "Museo Nacional de

ish Academy. A year later the Department of

Etnologia" (National Museum of Ethnology) in

Cultural Anthropology was founded at the Uni

Madrid. At that time, the "Escuela" had a cur

versity of B arcelona. In addition, in 197 1 the

ricula of studies based on the four branches

journal Ethnica, was founded, dedicated to ex

outlined above. In 1968 the author obtained the

pressing the interdisciplinary cooperation be

status of full professor of Ethnology at the

tween the four branches of anthropology. This

University of B arcelona.

journal was based in the "Centro de Etnologia

The international student movement of1968

Peninsular". In both activities, C. Esteva-Fab

was of considerable strategic importance for

regat was the founder and director.

the reception of ethnology as a discipline within
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cultura l a n th r o p ol o gy. Th i �; m ov e ment created
a more open m e ntal i ty in the S panish u n i v e rsi

this disci p li ne in S pain began .

ty perm i tting the creati on of new disciplines.

of social a nthropology, and wh ile the method

Cultural anthropology was particularly well

was based on personal field work and self sutli 

As s o ci o l o gi s m was the dominant approach

received within Span i sh academia, and the

ciency, there is no doubt that the analysis was

subject acquired a certain prestige in the root

also monographic. This is a major distinction

ing of cultural holism in the University of Bar

with ethnologists, since the latter are more

celona .

interdi sciplinary in th ei r academic traditi o n ,

Rural themes came to be emphasised within

especially when seen i n terms o f the anthropo

ethnology. The ethnology of the Iberian penin

logical sciences. Furthermore, we should con

sula gai ned more importance than primitive

sider the fact that social anthropologists arc

culture, and the same was true of field work

mainly concerned with synchronic and contem

conducted in the Central Andes and Hispanic
Southwest of the U SA The new blood among

rebuff historical materials . In that sense, they

porary studies and that they have been seen to

anthropologists gradually led to the subdivi

arc in agreement with Radcliffe-Brown when

sion of cuI tural anthropology into several areas :

this author claimed that the synchronic ap

Culture and personality, economic-anthropol

proach was the truly objective method - the

ogy, cognitive anthropology, history of anthro

authentic natural science of culture . Thus, so

pology, and so on. H might be said that we

cial anthropology has become a branch of com

witnessed the ramification of ethnology into

parative sociology.

ethnologies, and anthropology into anthropolo

The main contribution of social anthropolo

gies. All these extensions have contributed to

gists to sociology in Spain has been the symbolic

the enrichment ofthe content and epistemolog

interpretation and critical analysis of rural folk

ical structure of ethnology and cultural anthro

culture and, additionally, the qualitative ap

pology. At the same time, the teaching of an

proach to sociologism. In addition, ethnogra

thropology and field research became more in

phism when given a cultural explanation is also

tense. Today, ethnography remains at the core

of some academic importance. The analysis of

of cultural studies. Epistemologically, ethnolo

traditional culture represents a major contri

gy has been oriented in two directions: Ethno

bution, especially when thought of as a substi

history and functional or codeterministic facto

tution to folklorism in the same themes . Both

rial relationships of cultural elements in social

disciplines study similar items, and in that

communication.

sense the differences with folklorism are main
ly in terms of quality and academic standing. In

Social anthropology
The formal initiation of social anthropology in

some aspects social anthropologists could be
said to have adopted a functionalist approach to
the study of cultural behaviour. Thus, synchro

Spain began with the field work conducted by

nism and functionalism are predominant in

Julian A Pitt-Rivers ( 1 954), Michael Kenny

this view of culture. At the core of the explana

( 1961) and Carmela Lison Tolosana ( 1966). The

tion lies culturology, and meanwhile their ad

common denominator to their field work was

herents are certainly resistant to any merger

the study of contemporary rural culture. These

with ethnologists .

scholars reintroduced the same sociological top

In comparison with ethnology there have

ics which had been the concern of former folk

been certain losses, e.g. historical data, biolog

lorists , but a more detailed and refined analysis

ical aspects of behaviour and linguistic con

was applied to cultural materials. The most

cerns, in other words features of classical an

obvious influence came from British anthropol

thropological reference and studies related to

ogy. In 1979, when C. Lison obtained the chair

the study of borrowed culture and accultura

of social anthropology at the Faculty ofPolitical

tion.

Sciences and Sociology, at the University of

In fact, certain ethnographic weaknesses

Madrid, the academic institutionalization of

can be observed while at the same time there
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has been an i n crease i n the semantic a n d sym

con t i n e n tal academ ic trad i ti o n . In Spa i n the

bol i c i n te rn a l a n a lys i s of mate r i a l s gathered i n

physical anthropologist i s increasingly

the field. A thematic preference for sectorial or

gi st or a geneticist already disconnected from

a

b i o lo

phenomenological stu dies h as been expressed

the academic discourse of general anth ropolo

and there has been a tenden cy to transform

gy, while increasingly separated from eth n olo

isolated cultural manifestations i nto system s .

gy and social anthropology.

The individualistic o r solipsistic app roach pre

Th us, the concept of the anthropol ogist root

vails in research . In the meantime, the i nflu

ed in the European an tropologi cal trad i Lion will

ence ofthe social anthropologists with respect

not persist much longer. Scholars devoted to the

to sociologists is increasing, and situational

physical study of man are disappearing from

analysis tends to singularize the personal inter

this interdisciplinary approach, preferring to

pretation of the ernie version. In fact, other

be called biologists or geneticists .

losses can be identified in terms of less ethno

It would seem that American anthropology

graphic formalization. As a consequence, we

has had an indirect influence on young Spanish

witness a certain aesthetic tendency which while

ethnologists and social anthropologists as Amer

producing a better literary style, makes social

ican anthropologists call themselves anthro

anthropology appear more as a kind of litera

pologists even if they are studying archaeology,

ture than a class of science.

ethnology, physical anthropology or linguistics .
Moreover, in the USA the name Anthropol ogy is

Anthropologist

given to a general view of fieldwork in which the
laboratory is less important than the attention

At present in Spain one is more likely to be

given to the landscape/environmental percep

considered an anthropologist than an ethnolo

tion of man in culture . At present, the biological

gist. The title is commonly ascribed to academ

study of man in the physical tradition receives

ics engaged in ethnology and social anthropol

more emphasis in terms of empirical manipula

ogy as well as physical anthropology. This is

tions conducted in the laboratory than in terms

evidence of an epistemological weakness, indi

of naturalistic fieldwork data observation.

cating the confusing of a branch of anthropolo

Without any doubt the number of physical

gy, ethnology, with the anthropological tree

anthropologists conducting metrical and mor

itself.
It would seem that this perception could be

phological measurements is now in a state of
academic regression. Meanwhile , biological

attributed to the fact that the branches in

anthropologists working in laboratories and

themselves are mutually assimilative. This kind

conducting genetic studies are increasing in

of mutual assimilation seems to me to be the

number. From this perspective, the name an

consequence of a historical phase into which the

thropologist is increasingly being applied only

initial separation of the branches is not suffi

to the cultural and social anthropologist and

ciently defined to justify the fact that the con

not to his biological counterpart. Indeed, the

tents of each differ.

mass media are more familiar with this concept

This situation reflects two influences, one

as applied to this approach, than applied to

from the USA by which any scholar working in

biologists occupied in the study of organic man.

one of the four branches is called an anthropol

The evolution of physical anthropology in

ogist, and the other which expresses the an

tensifies the work being undertaken in the

thropological dedication identified with social

laboratory, placing this kind of anthropology

anthropology. The latter represents an influ

more firmly within the prehomenological prob

ence from the United Kingdom. Ethnology would

lems of genetics and biology than those of eth

not therefore have to renounce the name eth

nology and social anthropology. Ultimately, the

nologist, given to the researcher engaged in

concept of culture and its dynamic implications

comparative ethnography. Anthropology, at the

are considerably weakened within studies of

same time, would be the measurement of phys

physical/biological anthropology. The state of

ical man. Both disciplines are in the European

knowledge in these disciplines is more organi-
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cally oriented than the superorgani c idea of
culture, us viewed by ethnologists and social
anthropologists.
The separation between the study of the

Present horizon and into the future
What can we learn from this brief history of
Spanish ethnology? And how decisive has the

organic and the study of the superorganic is a

academic structure been in its development? To

highly academic division, but as a result the

my mind, the main question is: Can ethnology

emphasis can be clearly diflcrentiated. So, if

integrate the cultural phenomenon of globality

the natu ralistic approach to cultural fi eldwork

by movi n g i ts focus from local folk culture to a

is now more prevalent in ethnography than

na tiona! and in tern a tiona! ethnography? These

biology, and if the laboratory analysis is more

questions have a certain definitive character,

frequent than fieldwork, then there is a pro

especially when we think in terms of a globality

gressive conceptual and academic separation

which is more dynamic than the local or region 

between the study of culture and the study of

al adaptation of culture.

the organic. Paradoxically, now and in the fu

However, we must recognize the difficulty in

ture, the n ame anthropologist is becoming more

applying an ethnographic approach to the joint

closely associated with culture than with the

social-ethnic situation of culture in contempo

organic.

rary metropolitan societies. The ethnic and

When an ethnologist or social anthropologist

national groups perceived by the individuals

writes about topics of ethnographic transfor

who form them, are ethnographically scattered

mation within analytical categories of culture,

in terms of urban cultural organization. This

people outside the academic world identify these

has come about as ethnic identities do not

studies as anthropological. In fact, the greater

interfere with the powerful global culture. In

number of cultural anthropologists compared

the social process this globality is functionally

to that of biological anthropologists in the uni

interethnic and the phenomenon of interchange

versity and conducting field research means a

ability in international culture introduces a

stronger identification of biology with physical

compelling factor namely that of scientific and

or organic human items , in laboratory terms,

technological productions and adaptations to

and a greater cultural orientation from ethnol

them.

ogists and social anthropologists .
Thus in Spain, today, anthropology coincides

Sociologically speaking, it is clear that tech
nology gives rise to a similar social organization

closely with ethnology and social anthropology,

of economic production, as we can see when we

and is clearly differentiated from archaeology

observe multinational enterprises, banking,

and linguistics. The situation reflects the his

transportation, hotel services , political ideolo

torical conditions of academic dispersion suf

gies , trade unions, parliaments, fashion, sport,

fered by these disciplines . Probably, in the near

and the orientation of personal obj ectives. Con

future, in spite of the increasing specialization

sumption modes are now universal in our Euro

of sciences, it will be necessary to recombine

pean societies. In the light of this, how can

interpretations and analyses, not so much in

ethnology through ethnography provide an ad

phenomenological terms, but in providing ho

equate description of the metropolitan culture

listic and interdisciplinary explanations . This

in which we live today? Could the universal

will depend on the extent to which we need to

meaning of the global culture be interpreted in

study the codeterminative contents of causes

ethnography? Is it possible to identify particu

and processes, interpreted as a synchronic em

lar features within the globality using an eth

pirical model, complemented with the knowl

nographic approach? And moreover: is globality

edge we possess of the historical or dynamic

an ethnographic category? In this context, could

transformation of culture in man and by man in

we ignore the concept of ethnicity? These are

both local and global environments .

important questions since reference to identity
refers also to cultural identity.
Another question we need to answer: Are the
big cities unique ethnic cultures suitable for
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eth n ogra p h i c desc r i ption? Or: How c u l t u rally
d i ffe re n t a re two men e m p l oyed i n two ba n k i ng
o rg a n i za ti o n s w h e n both n rc e t h n i ca l ly di iler
cnt? Wh e re i:; the core of the e t hn ograph i c
approach? O u r u nd e r :; tanding of t h i s question
is t h a i as eth n i cs of nati on a l enti ties we retai n
more th a n an eth n i c cul t u re , we h ave e t h n i c
id en t i ty. S o , i n s p i te o f cu l ture gl obal i ty, we
expect to rem a i n eth n i cs, bearer:; o f a national
id e n tity, i n d ividua ls ge neal ogi cal l y i n t egrate d
in fa m i lies, speci fic or i n d i v i d u a l i zed :;oc i al i za
tions, and members orlocal o r regi o n a l c u l t u res.
Bcca u:;e this i s the way we a rc and th e way we
r ec og n iz e ourselves a s i ndi v i d u als, we can also

of our aUenti o n . Besides, as we can observe the
n eed to be d i ffe ren t, th e c o ncl u s ion m i ght be
drawn that diflerentiation lies at the heart o

fol k culture. S uch a study of the e ffect:; of
combining folk culture with globality give s sense
to ethnography and in turn to ethnology. The

very proof of e th n ic consciousness is e th nogra
p hy, and hence the only way to give conti n u ity
to ethnology.
Another question needs to be answered at
this point. I refer to the migratory mo ve m ents

e n te ring E urope from Africa and also from
Latin An1erica. Immigration leads to cultural
reorganization and to readaptations and cul

be recognized as a historical combination of a

ture synthesis. The question is: to what extent

global c u ltu re w i th a n eth n ic, local, regional or

will this situation increase the difficulty of

national culture .
If this were the case where would the Euro

pean ethnologist work to explain the ethnogra

carrying out ethnography? And to what extent
this ethnography should be a descriptive form
of an homogeneous cultural status quo?

phy - in the local, regional, national or global

The number of people coming from Mrica to

cul tu re? In our soci eties today it is accepted

Europe is set to increase, which might result in

that we are European, at the same time as we

clashes, social troubles and aggressive reac

are identified by a lo cal , re giona l or national

tions between persons of different ethnic and

culture . Languages and folk culture are the

racial origins . In that sense, when we can iden

main ingredients in the images we have of our

tify initial cultural differences, we also know we

personalities. Historical roots are ethnic at the

are submitted to the dynamic effects of globali

very least, and national in their widest extent.

ty. And as we also know, if the globality is more

We have our own ethnographic production sour

European than African, then, what kind of

ces . That means ethnology studies the applica

cultural transformation occurs which leads to a

tion of the concepts with great tradition (Eu

change of the ethnic or national identity of the

rope and globality) as well as those of a lesser

original immigrants? Indeed, the remaining

tradition, that is the local or traditional inte

differences are more a question ofrace and color

gration of culture , which has to combine perma

than cultural identity? Here, does ethnology

nently the form of specific adaptations to local,

have sufficient epistemological capacity to tackle

regional or national cultures . The cultural com

these problems? In the near future can ethnol

bination resulting from the permanent inter

ogy cope with the complexity of causes which

change and diffusion of the large-scale Europe

are unique to anthropology? Probably it is at

an tradition and its contemporary dynamics

this point that we need to reconsider our views

within each local culture ·is the perspective

and approaches .

European ethnologists must give to the study of
European societies submitted to a global cul
tural interchange and geographical expansion.
In fact, we can observe the product of this
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